Introduction
Let R be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 1 and class C 2, let qo e C2(R) be real and such that 9 = 0 => grad ~ # 0 and such that ~o > 0 defines a compact part By of R. Let X gjkdxidx k be the metric of R and d V = g 89 (g = det (gik)) its volume element. Let L2(R~) be the real ttilbert space on /~ with norm square I u2d V. Let us interpret the degenerate differential operator J R~ as the Friedrichs extension associated with the two quadratic forms
Rep "R~o
and the real space CI(R~). According to Baouendi and Goulaouic [1] , A = d~ is a non-negative selfadjoint operator on L2(R~) and (I q-A) -z is compact. Leg {~i}g be the eigenvalues of A associated with a complete set of eigenfunctions and let N(~) be the number of those eigenvalues which are ~ a. We are going to give an asymptotic formula for N(~) as k--> oo. Let dv be the volume element on S = aR~ with respect to the induced metric and let a/av be the unit interior derivative on S. Let con be the volume of the unit ball in R" and put 
Finally, let 1 where Ix] is the greatest integer ~ x. Then we have the following theorem which generalizes earlier results by Baouendi and Goulaouic [1] and N. Shimakura [4] . The first two authors obtain only the order of growth of /V(2), while Shimakura, who considers a case where the eigenvalues are known explicitly, does not have the correct factor d~ when n~ 2,
d~=cl/4 and d,~-(n--1)c~_ lf[(t~-1)/2]t-"dt when n~ 2,
Here and throughout the paper, the sign ~-~ means that the quotient of the two sides tends to 1 as 2 increases to ~.
Note. It follows easily from the proof that this result holds also, if z]~ is replaced by Av + ~, where y~ is a real function, bounded on R~.
The subject of this paper was suggested by Lars G~rding. I thank him for valuable advice and great help during my work.
Quadratic forms and the Weyl-Courant principle
To simplify the notations we now put /~ = _R~ and consider ]~ as a l%iemannian manifold with boundary S = aR~. Then 0 < ~ C C~(R), q~ -= 0 only on S and ~, = ~/~ is positive and continuous on S. By definition is the Friedrichs extension associated with the two quadratic forms
and the class CI(_R). Let H k ---Hk(R) (0 < k < 2) be the space of all functions whose derivatives of order _~ k are square integrable over R, topologized in the obvious way. According to Baouendi and Goulaouic, ([1], Th~or~me Ibis), A + I is a topological isomorphism between the space of all f E/P such that ~f E H 2 and the space H ~ In particular, there is a constant C such that subsets of R such that /t = Rx 0 R2. We shall use these properties of the counting function to get successive reductions of our problem.
Reduction to a boundary strip
Close to S we may parametrise R as follows. To every x there is a geodesic l -~ l(x), passing through x and normal to S. Let y E S be the point where 1 reaches S and let t be the geodesic distance from x to y. Then t,y arc C 2-functions of x and can be used as coordinates. We notice in passing that in these coordinates, the metric is 
dt ~ + ~ gjk( t, y)dyJdy k

:v(R) + N(R*) < N(R) < ;V(R~) + ~V(M).
The result we want to prove is that 2 2 it is obvious that
~(x(t, y)) = t%(y)(1 + O(t)) gik(t, y)aiuOku
Hence it suffices to show that, for every e > 0,
In fact, this implies (5). Next, let us introduce the function w ~ u %/~ instead of u. Then Here, instead of a sum over the /~i we have written a Stieltjes integral, the region of integration being 1 < # < ~.
A one-dimensional case with a parameter
Together with the forms f, g, consider the forms 
M(& e) = N(F(e)/G(e), 15, ~)
and writing _~ ().,e) when /~ is replaced by ~, we have
N(f(/~)/g, I~, ).) = M()./ ~r s %@) ,
where I~, M may be replaced by i, 2~ ~nd it suffices to show that
1
In order to proceed further, we now need detailed information about the functions M and ~r. It is given in the following lemma where it is understood that ). > O. 
LEM~A. Let m=M or ~. Then a) 1 < ). < e ~ m(& e) = )./2 @ 0(). 3/4) b) For every ~o > 0 holds ). >_ ~ >_ ~o ~ m(& ~) = O(V~)
c
u(t, ).) =-u(t, 4)
shows that the zeros are real and the proof of the lemma is finished.
End of the proof
By ( .
S
The error occurs in section 6 and it was pointed out to me by Mine J. Fleckinger and G. M~tivier. The eigenfunctions hj are in general not orthonormal in the inner product I dv so sp q that the formula for f(#) is not correct unless ~ ~ 1.
To deduce the correct theorem from this special case, note that it holds when ~, is a constant. More generally, it holds when N(2) refers to a pair of quadratic The Wcyl-Courant principle applied to fine partitions of S into such pieces and majorants and minorants of 1-n in each piece finishes the proof.
